
         
 
NMJC Advance Team Meeting Notes – North Central Region 
June 27th, 2016 

The following are notes regarding adjustment of the job needs and theater estimates made by 
an advance team of experts.  

Jobs Calculator Adjustments  
(Items in parentheses are the recommended new estimate) 

Rio Arriba 

- Population may increase over ten years 
- Workforce participation is too high 
- Tourism could be too high 

Taos 

- Economic Base rate too high 
- Tourism could be too high 

Los Alamos 

- Population could be shrinking 
- Reassess Attrition rate 
- Do Tourism numbers reflect new national parks? 

Santa Fe 

- Healthcare numbers are too high, Fed Gov is 
overestimated (500) 

Colfax 

- Workforce Participation rate is too high 
- Population could shrink over ten years 

Mora 

- Workforce Participation rate is too high 
- Startup should register some job creation 

San Miguel 

- Workforce Participation rate is too high 
- New Solowork program will cause significant 

increase in Solo estimate (4x) 
- Extractives and Energy is too high 

  

Adjusted Estimates Here: 



         
 
 NMJC Advance Team Meeting Notes – Eastern Plains Region 
June 27th, 2016 

The following are notes regarding adjustment of the job needs and theater estimates made by 
an advance team of experts.  

Jobs Calculator Adjustments  
(Items in parentheses are the recommended new estimate) 

Union 

- Tourism is too low (50)  
- Solo is too low. Needs to account for workers 

commuting to TX and back 

Harding 

- Workforce Participation rate is too high 
- Economic Base rate is too low (45) 
- Visitor is too high (10) 
- Reassess Attrition rates 

Quay 

- Growth is too high (200) 

Guadalupe 

- Population may stay the same 
- Economic Base Rate too low (50) 
- Reassess Fed Gov 
- Reassess Agriculture 

De Baca 

- No Changes Recommended 

Curry 

- Solo too low (250) 
- Startup too low (150) 

Roosevelt 

- Solo too low (25-50) 

Adjusted Estimates Here: 


